CHESTER TOWNSHIP ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS MINUTES
Meeting of August 11, 2022
CALL TO ORDER-Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chairman Tim Wurm.
Other members present: Jon Denhof, Mike Dunnuck, Rob Haack, Ross Leiffers. Attorney Cliff Bloom and
Planner Julie Lovelace were also present.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA-Motion by Denhof, second by Leiffers to approve the agenda, motion carries.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF JUNE 17, 2021-Motion by Denhof, second by Leiffers to approve the minutes,
motion carries
CITIZENS COMMENTS REGARDING ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA-none
PUBLIC HEARING
Hearing 1
Planner Lovelace reviewed the ponds. Weeks/Hesse pond does not meet the setbacks or the slope
requirement. The Planning Commission has granted special land use approval to the Weeks/Hesse
pond incorporating Planner Lovelace’s memo contingent upon ZBA approval of a variance for slope
and setback, with the provision that the current fence and gate remain.
Motion by Leiffers to open the public hearing, second by Dunnuck, motion carries.
Attorney Crystal Morgan addressed the board. Katherine Weeks, 23585 16 th Ave, Casnovia MI 49318
stated that she is the owner of the property in question. She states that the property is fenced and
gated and will remain so. James Scheidel 13251 Peach Ridge Ave, Kent City MI 49330 stated that he
has no concerns with the setbacks of the pond as it is next to his property. Motion by Leiffers to close
the public hearing, second by Haack, motion carries. Jon Denhof recused himself as he has already
voted on a determination of the property as a Planning Commission member.
Chairperson Wurm read the conditions to be met:
1. That there are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying to the property in
question as to the intended use of the property that do not apply generally to other properties in the
same zoning district.
The original property owner, Lisa Brown, claimed that she constructed the pond in 2015 after contacting
the Township only to be told that no permit was required and this was prior to the current zoning
ordinance regarding ponds. Staff cannot comment on the legitimacy of that claim; however, prior to the
adoption of the ZO amendment in 2016, ponds still required a Special Use from the Planning Commission
(PC). Prior to our appointment as Zoning Administrator, two other Administrators pursued this as a
violation of the Zoning Ordinance. During that time period, COVID and lockdown began. This hindered
the original applicant from engaging a surveyor for the appropriate site plan, EGLE review, and bringing
the Special Use application before the PC. Therefore, the ZBA might find this an exceptional circumstance
that other property owners might not face. If the ZBA agrees, and pending public comment, this
standard may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
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2. That such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right
similar to that possessed by other properties in the same zoning district and in the vicinity. The
possibility of increased financial return shall not of itself be deemed sufficient to warrant a variance.
Staff finds that the new property owners might certainly have assumed the pond had Township approval
at the time of property purchase. The Title Company did contact the Township, and was alerted that the
pond still required PC approval, but the buyer contends that this was not revealed to them. In this regard,
the right to enjoy property they purchase is a substantial property right. If the ZBA agrees, this standard
may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
3. That the authorizing of such variance will not be of substantial detriment to adjacent property and will
not materially impair the intent and purposes of this Ordinance or the public interest.
Staff cannot comment as to whether this pond’s location would be a substantial detriment to either of
the adjacent properties, other than not meeting the minimum side (north) setback. The slope may be a
hazard; however, the pond is fenced and gated. Pending public comment, and ZBA discussion, this
standard may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
4. That the condition or situation of the specific piece of property, or the intended use of said property for
which the variance is sought is not of so general or recurrent a nature as to make reasonably practicable
the formulation of a general regulation for such conditions or situation.
Given that the ZO currently contains standards for ponds, and their approval, the formulation of a
general regulation is not necessary. If the ZBA agrees, this standard may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
5. That the situation is not due to a self-created hardship. For a use variance, compliance with this
Ordinance would cause undue or unnecessary hardship.
The pond was a self-created hardship by the previous owner. The current owner did not construct this
pond and it can be reasonably assumed that they were unaware that this pond was in violation of the
ZO when they purchased the property. As such, the pond was not a self-created hardship for the current
owner. If the ZBA agrees, this standard may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
Motion by Haack, second by Leiffers that the variance by approved with the condition that the fence and gate is
maintained in good condition and the gate is locked when not in use.
Roll call vote: Denhof-abstain: Dunnuck-yes: Haack-yes: Leiffers-yes: Wurm-yes. Motion carries.
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Hearing 2
Planner Lovelace reviewed the pond owned by Mr. Scheidel. The pond does not meet the slope requirement.
The Planning Commission granted approval of the Special Land Use request as meeting the standards
in the Planners report with the exception of slope and contingent upon ZBA approval to remedy slopes
and maintain the fence around the property.

Motion by Haack to open the public hearing, second by Dunnuck, motion carries.
James Scheidel 13251 Peach Ridge Ave. Kent City, MI 49330 stated that his children swim in the pond.
Katherine Weeks 23585-16th Ave, Casnovia, MI 49330 states that a lot of wild life use the pons and
are reliant on the water. It is not a nuisance or a safety concern. Motion by Wurm to close the public
hearing, second by Dunnuck, motion carries. Jon Denhof recused himself as he has already voted on
a determination of the property as a Planning Commission member.
Chairperson Wurm read the conditions to be met.
1. That there are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying to the property in
question as to the intended use of the property that do not apply generally to other properties in the
same zoning district.
The Zoning Board of Appeals found that the environmental impacts to tearing up an established pond to
amend the slopes is considered an exceptional circumstance.
2. That such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right
similar to that possessed by other properties in the same zoning district and in the vicinity. The
possibility of increased financial return shall not of itself be deemed sufficient to warrant a variance.
The Zoning Board of Appeals found that approving the pond would provide a substantial property right
similar to that approved for the neighbor’s pond to the south, which also exceeds the maximum slope
requirement.
3. That the authorizing of such variance will not be of substantial detriment to adjacent property and will
not materially impair the intent and purposes of this Ordinance or the public interest.
The slope may be a hazard; however, the pond is fenced and gated. Pending public comment and ZBA
discussion, this standard may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
4. That the condition or situation of the specific piece of property, or the intended use of said property for
which the variance is sought is not of so general or recurrent a nature as to make reasonably practicable
the formulation of a general regulation for such conditions or situation.
Given that the ZO currently contains standards for ponds, and their approval, the formulation of a
general regulation is not necessary. If the ZBA agrees, this standard may be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals agreed that the standard is met.
5. That the situation is not due to a self-created hardship. For a use variance, compliance with this
Ordinance would cause undue or unnecessary hardship.
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The property owner was alerted to the fact that digging a pond required Planning Commission review
and approval prior to commencement of construction and proceeded with construction in violation of
the ZO. Therefore, this standard may not be met.
The Zoning Board of Appeals found that it may be more of a detriment to the environment to
undo/correct the established pond, which creates a hardship. Therefore, this standard is met.

Motion by Dunnuck to approve the variance with the condition to keep the gate closed when no one is
present on the property and maintain the fence and require a no trespassing sign. Second by
Leiffers.
Dunnuck withdrew the motion.
Motion by Dunnuck to approve the variance with the condition to keep the gate maintained in working
condition and closed with no one is present on the property. The fence must be maintained. A
no trespassing sign must be posted by the entrance of the property. A throwable life saving
device must be located close to the pond and be visible. Second by Leiffers. Rollcall vote. Denhofabstain: Dunnuck-yes: Haack-yes: Leiffers-yes: Wurm-yes.
OTHER MATTERS TO BE REVIEWED
Board report-Trustee Mike Dunnuck-Thanked the ZBA for their commitment to the process. Reminder
that there is a Clean-up Day on September 9th and 10th.
Planning Commission report-Denhof discussed the Master Plan update.
BOARD MEMBER DISCUSSION-none
ADJOURNMENT-Motion by Haack to adjourn at 8:18pm. Motion carries.

Helen Dietrich
Chester Township Clerk
(Any document referenced in these minutes is on file in the Clerk’s office)
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